IT’S YOUR FUNERAL
Your time will come to shuffle off this mortal coil. Why not plan your last bash now? BY RITA SIRIGNANO

I

first began planning my funeral a few years ago, shortly after my
friend Joe* died, unexpectedly, and far too young.
As if the shock and grief weren’t enough for his family to process,
there were the immediate concerns of writing and placing an obituary
in the newspaper, making funeral arrangements and tending to all the other
decisions that need to be made when someone dies, often in a hurry, because
even with fair warning, we’d rather deal with just about anything else.**
Though baptized Catholic, Joe hadn’t seen the inside of a church
since high school. Do you even have a church service? Which of his
friends should speak? Should his cousin’s alt-country band play?
In the end, to appease his devout mother, the family held a funeral mass at her church, a decision that conveniently solved the last two
questions. Catholic church doctrine doesn’t allow eulogies by friends or
alt-country musical performances. The story of how Joe drove his father’s car through the front window of the high school the day he got his
licence—supposedly, it really was an accident—and his cousin’s rendition
of “Man of Constant Sorrow” would have to wait for the reception after
the funeral. Only there wasn’t one. Instead, the family decided to make a
donation to Joe’s favourite charity.
Sitting in the pew listening to a priest make generic comments about
a man he had never met, did nothing to help me remember Joe. Nor did
the fact that the celebrant needed lessons in public speaking; Fast Father
Freddy spoke at such a clip I wondered if he had a bus to catch. (During
his reading of the 23rd Psalm—a prayer that, despite my generally atheistic views, I have always found comforting—I had to seriously restrain
myself from yelling SLOW DOWN!)
At the end of the service, we filed out of the church to a hymn I can
no longer recall. Because there was no reception, all there was left to do
was stand and watch as the immediate family drove off to the private,
graveside burial. I almost wished I had stayed home to grieve in private.
“If that had been MY funeral I’d have been really pissed,” I later told
a friend, not realizing the Yogi(Berra)-ism until after I’d said it.

“Why do you care?” she replied. “You’ll be dead.”
Call me a control freak—it wouldn’t be the first time—but I do care.
For most of my life, esthetics and good design have been important to
me; I’m the sort of person who prefers owning no furniture to living with,
say, an ugly couch. The ill-conceived—be it a theatrical performance, a
pair of shoes, a cup of coffee or, yes, a funeral service—bugs me. So why
wouldn’t I want to go out in style, even if I’m not physically present? And
so I began thinking about the last party I’ll ever throw.
Turns out I’m not alone. Writer and director Nora Ephron may have
upset her friends by hiding the fact she was terminally ill, but she sure
made things easier for her survivors, planning every aspect of her memorial service, from the speakers (Martin Short, Meryl Streep, Tom Hanks
and Rita Wilson) to the recipes included in the program. From all accounts it was a classy, tasteful and witty affair, much like Ephron herself.
Somewhat different in tone, but equally orchestrated, was Bill Standley’s
funeral in January. Standley, of Mechanicsburg, Ohio, was buried straddling
his ’67 Harley-Davidson in a Plexiglas-and-plywood casket he’d built with his
sons. (Sparing no detail, the floor of the casket, which in pictures resembles
more a diorama at the Torrington Gopher Museum than a casket, was painted black, with a white line running through it.) According to the Columbus
Dispatch, as a crane lowered the 82-year-old Standley and his hog into the
ground, a friend played George Jones’s “He Stopped Loving Her Today” on
guitar. Whether he meant the Harley or his late wife, we’ll never know.
Between the two extremes, there are lots of other people who just want
to get things done right, at least right by their definition. Mywonderfullife.
com is a free website where you can “Plan the Funeral You’ve Lived For.”
(Catchy, no? One of the co-founders owns an ad agency.) They’ve done a
good job of covering all the bases, from the uploading of the photo you’d
like to accompany your obituary and designing your tombstone, to naming the celebrants. (In my humble opinion, the eulogy can really make or
break the service. You’ll want someone who has done his or her research,
knows you well and can show emotion but remain composed. You might
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* Out of respect for his family, “Joe” is a pseudonym.
** In all honesty, it’s not a walk in the park to write this, as I’ve been touched far too much by death lately, a consequence of age. If, dear reader, you find this entire subject distasteful,
please accept my apology and move along. It’s my sincere hope you will live forever and that neither you nor your loved ones will ever have to think about these things.

even consider writing your own eulogy that someone reads.) You fill out
the chapters in your virtual mywonderfullife.com “book,” which is then
forwarded to five “angels” whose e-mails you’ve provided. They’re meant
to ensure that, when your time comes, your wishes are honoured.
As I’m neither famous nor a biker babe, my wants are fairly humble.
I’d like everything to be as “eco” as possible. Wrap me in a linen sheet, put
me in the cheapest pine box and, when the ovens are done with me, scatter
what remains amongst the poplars and aspens on my partner’s ranch as
Corb Lund sings “Four Strong Winds.” (If by fate I happen to die in Paris,
Père Lachaise Cemetery works, too.) And then, I want there to be a party.
The after party is one of the most important parts of the funeral rites.
Dinner for 40 at your favourite restaurant? Drunken bacchanal for 500, for
which you provide the funds? It need not be a blowout (I’m actually quite
fond of the weak coffee and egg-salad sandwiches put on by the Women’s
Auxiliary in church basements), but you really should do something. There
is an overwhelming need to bond with one’s fellow survivors after a loved
one dies, as evidenced by the fans who, within hours of hearing the news,
gather outside a dead celebrity’s home, lighting candles and sharing memories, despite said dead celebrity and the collective mourners all being
complete strangers. And you never know what might transpire. My former
brother-in-law actually met his second wife at his first wife’s funeral.
Speaking of second wives, a side note: Whatever your last wishes

are, you need to make them known (and in some cases, an e-mail from
mywonderfullife.com to a friend might not suffice). What do Baseball
Hall of Famer Ted Williams, singer James Brown and Cobra Monster car
designer Carroll Shelby all have in common? Family members fighting
over their dead bodies, a phenomenon particularly common when there
are adult children and second (or, in the case of Shelby, seventh) spouses
involved. Do everyone a favour if you think things could become contentious, and add a codicil to your will with instructions. Open or closed
casket? Burial or cremation? Casket or urn? Be specific. Also, sign the
back of your health card. Or not, if you’re the squeamish type. Although
Alberta does not have an organ-donor registry, by signing the back of
your health card you make your wish to be an organ donor clear. (For
information, call the Human Organ Procurement & Exchange Program
at 403-944-8700.) You might even go one step further and donate your
body to science. The University of Calgary Body Donation Program is
for those community-minded souls who want to leave their corporeal
selves for medical study.
While funerals are meant to honour the dead, they are essentially for
the living; it’s one last chance to experience the essence of that person.
Don’t cheat those you’ve left behind. It may seem like a lot to think about
now, but it’s actually one of the kindest things you can do for those who
survive you. Make it a one last hurrah you’d want to attend.

ASHES TO DIAMONDS
Do you want your cremains buried, tossed to the wind
or—giving new meaning to Pink Floyd’s “Shine On You
Crazy Diamond”—made into a sparkling gem?

A

s Graham Swift writes in the opening of his Booker
Prize-winning novel Last Orders, about a group of

men forced to deal with the remains of a dead friend, “It
ain’t like your regular sort of day.” Indeed, it isn’t, when one
is handed a box containing the dusty remains of someone
dearly loved.
Still, with cremation on the rise in Canada—in 1970
fewer than six percent of Canadians were cremated compared
to  nearly 70 percent in 2009—your chance of one day having
to bury or scatter human ashes is more likely than ever.
While in many parts of the world people have been reducing
human bodies to chemical compounds through a process
of high-temperature burning, vapourization and oxidization
for millennia, cremation came relatively late to Canada; this
country’s first crematorium was built in Montreal in 1901.
According to the Cremation Association of North America, the
option quickly became preferable to casket burial for many

A TISKET, A TASKET, A REALLY AWESOME CASKET

folks, not only because it’s more affordable, but because, emotionally speaking, it’s easier to get one’s head around a box of
dust than a body in the ground. That said, unless the deceased

mooth, provincial maple with champagne-velvet cushioning—ah, if

Cosy Coffin: Calgary’s Pierson’s Funeral Service offers colourful “First Na-

was as specific in their request as was Swift’s Jack Dodds,

only you were choosing a new armchair for the living room. Well,

tion Caskets,” lined with blue, white or pink Pendleton blankets. No doubt

family and friends are still faced with the tricky decision of

that’s one way to think of death: an everlasting seat in your favourite re-

a popular choice amongst the Pendleton-obsessed hipster crowd as well.

what to do with the cremains.

cliner. Here are five special burial options you may want to include in your

—Jacquie Moore

Not surprisingly, there are strict laws regarding tossing

will, lest some well-meaning relative sets you up in infinite discomfort or

ashes to the wind, but the tradition is not entirely verboten.

embarrassment.

While it’s forbidden to say farewell to Grandpa in the parking

After-Lifestyles of the Rich and Famous: Malaysia’s Xiao en Centre for life

lot of Legion No. 1, for instance, you are permitted to scatter

ceremonies offers the world’s most expensive casket. Be a diva into eternity

his ashes on most Crown and publicly owned (non-municipal)

with this $36,000, velvet-lined mahogany number. With adjustable headrest

lands. Note: national and provincial parks and forests are not

(no joke).

part of that list (call the Alberta Supports Contact Centre at
1-877-644-9992 for more information). Alternatively, Queen’s

Basket Case: Make like baby Moses in an eco-friendly willow casket with an

Park Cemetery (3219 4th St. N.W.) offers a “scattering garden,”

unbleached cotton interior. Doubles as a XXL picnic basket for large group

which includes a permanent memorial wall.

functions. Visit passagesinternational.com.

If, however, you’d prefer to sparkle to the end, Canadian
company Remembrance Diamonds offers a more glamorous

casket of biodegradable mulberry pulp. Inhabitants must weigh no more than

option: for a few thousand bucks, cremains can be synthesized

252 pounds (114.30 kilograms). Visit ecopod.co.uk.

into a memorial diamond of up to two carats. Here’s hoping you

Mod Morbid: As sleek as a Philippe Starck lamp, the German design-award-win-

left behind a persuasive will if you’re counting on that choice

ning Capsule Urn is a modern alternative to traditional, ornate cremation ves-

inspiring your grandson to marry the nice girl he brought home

sels. Laser-engraved aluminum; crafted in the U.S.A. Visit capsuleproject.com

for Christmas. —Jacquie Moore
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Aging Hippies Rejoice! The granola set will love the Ecopod, an artisan-made
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Eco, mod or cosy? What your coffin says about you.

DEATH

Whether it’s Tuvan throat singers, the Lucy and Linus song or something

THE SOUNDTRACK OF YOUR LIFE

V

A

more classically funereal, be sure to pick your final playlist.

s befits a musician, there was lots of music played at Reid Diamond’s
funeral. The 2001 service, full of stories and songs, culminated with the

casket of the Shadowy Men on a Shadowy Planet bassist being carried out of
the church to Roger Miller’s iconic hobo anthem, “King of the Road.” At which
point the hundreds of mourners, Mary Margaret O’Hara and members of Blue
Rodeo among them, jumped to their feet and started clapping. “It was like his
last standing ovation,” remembers his sister Dallas Diamond, “and I’m pretty
sure Reid loved it.” (She feels her brother was there at the service.)
If you are able to play non-liturgical music at your service, this is one place
in the proceedings to get creative. (For her own funeral service, Diamond wants
the Linus and Lucy song from A Charlie Brown Christmas, Hula hoops and lots
of gin.) Do you want to impress mourners with your encyclopedic knowledge

DEATH BECOMES HER

of Tuvan throat singing? Have a frat-boy sing-a-long to Monty Python’s “Always
Look on the Bright Side of Life?” Remind them that you once spent the night
with Leonard Cohen? (If that’s the case, can I please suggest you don’t make
it “Hallelujah”? How a song about sexual desire and betrayal became a funeral
dirge beats the hell out of me, and even Cohen is sick of it.)
Perhaps the real question to ask yourself is: Do you want it to be a
serious and sombre affair or a dance-dance revolution? Personally, I’d like
a little of both. My playlist includes “Amazing Grace,” both because everyISTOCK

one know the words so they’ll have no excuse not to sing, but also because
everyone wells up when it’s played, and as much as I believe funerals should
celebrate one’s life, there needs to be a moment when everyone can cry, too.
because both, metaphorically, are about getting to the other side. And last, I

the song succinctly sums up the existential angst I’ve felt most of my life. I

want a rousing sing-a-long to The Band’s “The Weight,” just because it’s one

want Van Morrison’s “Queen of the Slipstream,” followed by Bob Dylan’s duet

of my favourite songs, and it sounds good, even with a group of 50 singing it

with Joan Baez of “The Water Is Wide” from the Rolling Thunder Revue tour,

off-key. —Rita Sirignano

EVERY BODY HAS A TALE TO TELL

I

In praise of the DIY obituary.

recently came across a vintage New Yorker cartoon by Bruce Eric Kaplan of
a girl angel and a boy angel standing on a cloud in heaven. Girl says to boy,

section I turn to in the morning paper.

A

perfectly normal, if morbid, curiosity about what people look

dropped out of the program because, she says, “they were either grossed

like when they die is rarely the jumping-off point for a satisfying

out or couldn’t hack the long hours”).

career. But that’s pretty much all it took for Megan Harvey, a 30-year-

Still, while Harvey has noticed an increase in the number of women

old embalmer (with a joint certificate in funeral directing) at Calgary’s

in her field even since she started working just four years ago, she does

McInnis & Holloway Funeral Homes. “I certainly didn’t have a macabre

encounter the occasional sexist customer. “Some people only want to

childhood of any sort, and I didn’t attend a lot of funerals,” says Har-

deal with men,” she says. “They’re old-fashioned, and they don’t want a

vey, who prefers the behind-the-scenes embalming work to front-of-

woman doing this work.”

house funeral-directing duties.

Harvey doesn’t get too fussed about such dated opinions; she’s used

Harvey, who takes pride in helping grieving families feel better

to controversy when it comes to her work. “When I tell people what I do

you were on her show, yours probably didn’t get told. Your obit might be your

by making their deceased loved one look presentable, is one of an

for a living, they always have a strong opinion one way or another. They

last chance to set the record straight.

increasing number of women working in the afterlife biz. She can only

either walk away and don’t want to hear a word about it, or they ask

You need not be a professional writer to pen a great obituary. For inspir-

guess at the reason behind the demographic shift in what was, until

all about it and want to hear detailed stories.” Proving her proclivity

ation, look no further than Val Patterson’s obituary in the Salt Lake Tribune,

recently, a predominantly male career: “Women have stronger

for discretion—a job requirement as important as a strong stomach—

which went viral after he died in July 2012. In it, Patterson used the occasion to

stomachs, maybe?”

Harvey doesn’t indulge her eager listeners. “I don’t elaborate much.

“Gee, you’re not at all like your obituaries.”
There’s nothing like reading a great obituary, and it’s usually the first

More and more women are undertaking careers in undertaking. Calgary embalmer Megan Harvey makes us wonder what took so long.

But sadly, unless you’re famous, the small obituaries that appear in the

tell his wife how much she’d meant to him, thank his friends, confess he was not

Maybe. Whatever the reason, census data from Service Canada

paper don’t tell people very much about you; they function more as death

a PhD (there was a mix-up at the college bursary office that he never corrected)

shows that whereas 20 years ago only 15 percent of undertakers were

If you’re up for it, Harvey says funeral directing and embalming

notices than mini-biographies of the deceased. “Everybody has a story,” as

and admit that, “As it turns out, I am the guy who stole the safe from the Motor

women, that number has more than doubled in recent years. Har-

is an interesting, and growing, career opportunity for compassion-

Oprah used to say ad nauseam, and though she tried to tell a lot of them, unless

View Drive Inn back in June 1971.” —Rita Sirignano

vey—a vegetarian who sells Avon in her spare time—says that of

ate, detail-oriented and, of course, steely-nerved people of either

the five people in her 2011 Mount Royal University funeral services

sex. And think of it: you could be first on your block to subscribe to

graduating class, four were women (10 other people, of both sexes,

Canadian Funeral Director Magazine. —Jacquie Moore S
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I’m used to the work, but it can be intense.”
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I want Bowie’s “Life on Mars,” because I did once have mousy hair; moreover,

